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CH3 welcomes the latest new hasher. 
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month 

a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and 

we are the directors. 

 

Big Swinger July 

Pedro August 

Spicy Bear September 

 

We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will 

provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please 

remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date. 
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Run No: 2060 

Date: 25-Mar-2018 

Venue: Fleur de Lys, Widdington 

Hares:  Hold It For Me &  

Scribe: Klinger 
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Run No: 2057 

Date: Sunday March 4th 

Venue: Black Horse, Rampton 

Stickmen: Taxidermist and Lightning 

Scribe: Bunny Girl 

 

 

Bunny Girl and SHAMMY!  What a lovely Bunny Boy! 

 

 

 

 

 

Hold It For Me picked on me as I arrived a few minutes late (got stuck in traffic lights en 

route) by calling me a Kind Lady, thereby landing himself on a sticky wicket but he got 

away with it and I could not refuse his request that I lose my scribe-virginity.  I missed 

the briefing so can't report on it except to say that there were some extremely poncy 

sticks on the ground which clearly meant something and Sam appeared to think they 

were very tasty. Are the hashers in a very stuck-up mood today, I wondered? 

So off we went down the road and most of us were able to get stuck in straightaway and 

ran the first 2 miles without a break.  After the pride comes a fall, and we all got unstuck 

in a major check, which Shammy added to by sticking to his guns for an extra half mile 

until he reached the guided bus way.  

The terrain was surprisingly non-sticky and safe considering the metre of snow that had 

fallen 3 days before but perhaps this was due to the ground being frozen solid half an 

inch down, so no injuries and no need for sticking plasters. 

A sticking-point aka beer stop was reached, provided by While You Are Down There who 

admitted to celebrating a Big Birthday. Nice refreshments, thank you.  

A four mile fun run, appropriate in the uncertain conditions and I reckon the Hares 

should have done an extra DD for laying the trail in melting snow hence the use of sticks 

at least one of which stayed upright thanks to being stuck into a wondrous wadge of 

horseshit. Thank you for proving to Storm Emma that Hashers don't stick at home when 

the weather gets bad. 

The pub had at least half a dozen barrels behind the bar, all stuck around with leather 

sheaths (don't think about it) but no food because every table was already booked: note 

to self to return sometime as this must mean it is seriously good. 
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DDs well there were a few but since I didn't know at the time that recording them was a 

scribely duty I didn't take much notice except that Blowback sang a lot about balls whilst 

holding Just Josie, leading to some remarks about what might get reported back to her 

playgroup..... 

 

 

CH3 – News – Events 
Have an item that should be here? Go to  

http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php 

Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,  

Browse for your item then upload it. 

The CH3 annual Seaside Run 2018 

When Sunday 15 July 2018  

Where Sheringham 
Coach is booked. From Cambridge railway station 
Details of pickup points, times and cost to follow soon(ish!) 
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Please come and help 

Debby celebrate her 

60th birthday! 

 
Date: July 7, 2018 

 

Time:  from 2pm until Sunday! Drop in and out 

whenever it suits you 

 

Location:  7 Queen St, Newmarket, CB8 8EX 

 

Please bring a bottle. 

No presents just your presence! 

 

On On Sunday after the Hash  

Please RSVP  debbyhurrell@gmail.com 
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Runs for June 2018 

All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk                  
Hare raiser it`ll come off 
Run No. 2070: 03-Jun-2018 

Fox and Hounds, Barley, SG8 8HU 

Hares Wimp` 

  

Run No. 2071: 10-Jun-2018 

Buckden Marina Clubhouse, Buckden Marina, PE19 5QS 

Hares Pugwash & Roger the Cabin boy 

 Lunch menu available  

Run No. 2072: 17-Jun-2018 

 

Hares Paparazzi & Big Swinger 

  

Run No. 2073: 24-Jun-2018 

Wilburton Beer festival, Wilburton, CB6 3RR 

Hares Gorilla 

 Wilburton Beer Festival 

 

Grand Master  -  Hold It For Me   Grand Mattress  -  Big Swinger 

Joint Master  -  Haven`t Got One & Antar   Joint Mattresses  -  Sox Maniac & Calamity 

Religious Advisor  -  Big Leg   Hare Raiser  -  it`ll come off 

Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores   Web Master  -  El Rave 

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There   Hash Stats  -  Pedro 

Beer Master  -  Benghazi   Song Master  -  Shamcock 

Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi   Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim 

Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro   Social Secretary  -  Double Top 
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